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Using my Knowledge Organiser

A ‘How To’ guide for different activities to 

complete when learning from your 

Knowledge Organiser. Click here for 

an introduction to using them.

Your teacher might direct you to this or you might 

choose to do them independently as part of your 

revision.

https://youtu.be/oZXNrZ9v8m4


What is the task?

What do I do?

Example answer:

You get this 
section from
Technology, Y7

Your work looks
like this:

Q: Where does softwood come from?

A: It comes from coniferous trees.

Q: What is a coniferous tree?

A: They usually have pines or needles and are 
evergreen, all year. 

You should revise this 2-3
times, written or spoken

• Read the section of the 
KO

• Turn the statements into 
questions and answers

• Test yourself or get 
someone to test you! 

You might do this on cards or 
in your exercise book 
with the page folded in 
half. 

Question and answer 
revision cards: click
here for video

https://youtu.be/qMwIl_nXY8o


What is the task?

What do I do?

Example answer:

You get this section
from English, Y8 

Your work looks
like this:

You should practise this
from memory 2-3 times

Either:

• write out the information 
with a symbol or image to 
remember it by

Or: 

• Group the information 
around a similar theme and    

write it around a 
symbol or image to 
remember it by 

Dual coding: click 
here for video

Romantics = 

value nature

1978, William 

Rueckert

Sublime: Nature = 

fear and wonder

Relationship 

between human / 

nature

https://youtu.be/0jh0xETdvZs


What is the task?

What do I do?

Example answer:

You get this section 
from PE

Your work looks like
this:

You could always
dual code it, too!

• Read the information 
from the KO

• Put the topic title in the 
middle of a central 
‘bubble’

• For each new piece of 
information, draw an 

arrow and write it 
• Each arrow is a ‘link’

Mindmap / spider 
diagram

WARM 

UP
Physical benefits

Increase body temp.

Increase 

heart rate

Increase muscle 

& joint flex.

Psychological 

benefits

Improve concentration

Increase 

motivation

Mental 

rehearsal



What is the task?

What do I do?

Example answer:

You get this section
from RE, Y9 

Your work looks
like this:

Human rights guarantee people the means necessary to 

satisfy their _____________, such as ____ , _______ and 

___________ , so they can take full advantage of all 
opportunities. 

Human rights guarantee people the means necessary to 
satisfy their basic needs, such as food , housing and 

education , so they can take full advantage of all 

opportunities. 

You should write this out
2-3 times

• Read the information on 
your KO

• Write the information out 
with key words / sentence 
sections left blank

• On the other side, write 
the full information
• Test yourself!

CLOZE



What is the task?

What do I do?

Example answer:

You get this section
from Science, Y8

Your work looks
like this:

• Heat transfer occurs in solids x FLUIDS

• Heat transfer occurs in fluids

• When a fluid is heated, the particles lose energy x 
GAIN ENERGY

• When a fluid is heated, the particles gain energy

You should repeat this
2-3 times

• Read the information on 
your KO, in sections

• Cover the KO

• Without looking, write out 
the information from 
memory

• Check and correct 
any errors in purple 
pen

Look, Cover,
Write, Check



Golden Words

Dissent: holding an opinion different to those in charge.

Rebellion: armed resistance against a leader.

Republic: supreme power held by people and elected 
individuals.

Monarchy: nation ruled by a royal family.

Communism: left-wing belief; property owned by community.

Comrade:  equals; fellow socialist.

Suppressed: forcibly put an end to. 

Neglect: fail to care for properly.

Scapegoat: someone blamed for the wrongdoings of others.

Sacrificed: give up something valued.

Outlawed: ban or make illegal.

Corruption: dishonest behaviour of those in power.

Totalitarian regime: government which is overly controlling and 
requires all citizens to obey.

Opportunist: someone who takes advantage of opportunities. 

Despot: a ruler holding absolute power.

Megalomaniac: a person with an obsessive desire for power.

Fervent: showing intense passion for something. 

Idealogue: someone who blindly follows an idea. 

Adversary: an opponent. 

Propaganda: biased information promoting a political view.

Disposable: thrown away after use.

Proletariat: Russian working class.

Intelligentsia: highly educated group of people.

Exploitation: taking advantage of others. 

Tyrannical: exercising power in a cruel way. 

Recitation: repeating something aloud from memory.

Venerable: having a great deal of respect.

Petit Bourgeoisie: the lower middle class.

Context 

1. Orwell wrote it in 1943 but it wasn’t published until the end 
of 1945. This was during WW2 and events at this time 
influenced Orwell’s writing.

2. The book is an allegory – a story with a hidden meaning. 
Although it appears to be a simple tale about what happens 
when a group of animals attempt to run the a farm for 
themselves it actually has a hidden meaning.

3. Through its use of animal characters, Animal Farm provides 
an account of events in Russia from just before the October 
Revolution in 1917 to the 1940s. Orwell is using the story to 
satirise these events and criticise the way Russia’s leader, the 
Communist Stalin, was behaving at the time. 

4. Animal Farm can also be read as a general indictment
(accusation) of any dictator and tyrant and is 
considered political literature with universal resonance.

5. The Russian Tsar Nicholas II was a monarch equivalent to the British King (George 
V) at the time. The Tsar ruled with absolute power, and this autocracy was resented, 
particularly because he and his family lived in luxury while there was much poverty 
in the country.

6. There were two revolutions in Russia in February 
and October of 1917. The first saw the abdication of 
the Tsar and the rule of a Provisional Government, 
still composed of politicians from the Russian 
Imperial Party. Then in October 1917 more radical
politicians, the Bolsheviks, took over and the Tsar 
and his family were imprisoned then executed in 
1918.

7. The Bolshevik leader at the time was Lenin. (Stalin took over the leadership after 
Lenin died in 1924.) They supported the teachings of Karl Marx, who provided 
the Communist Manifesto (public declaration of ideals) in Das Capital, a book 
criticising capitalism, first published in 1867.

8. In a perfect world, Orwell would have been happy with a communist regime. It 
would have meant common ownership, total equality and a classless society. He 
was himself a socialist, believing in the equal access to resources and either public 
or direct worker control of resources and productivity. However, he saw the impact 
that human nature could have on ideals and knew that there were people who 
would distort such an ideal world until it was a totalitarian state with total control 
shifted to the leadership.

9. Two major players in Russian affairs after 1917 were Stalin and Trotsky, easily 
recognised as Napoleon and Snowball in Animal Farm. It’s no secret that Orwell 
drew on these real life figures to 

Key Quotations

1. [about Old Major]: “was so highly regarded on the farm that 
everyone was quite ready to lose an hour’s sleep.”

2. [about Boxer]: “an enormous beast and as strong as any two 
ordinary horses put together… he was universally respected.”

3. [about Benjamin]: “he saw nothing to laugh at.” 4. Old Major: “our lives are miserable, laborious, and short.”

5. Old Major: “no animal in England is free.” 6. Old Major: “the tyranny of human beings.”

7. Old Major: “Whatever goes upon two legs is an enemy. 
Whatever goes upon four legs, or has wings, is a friend.”

8. “The work of teaching and organising the others fell naturally 
upon the pigs… the cleverest of the animals.”

9. [about Napoleon]: “a reputation for getting his own way.” 10. [about Snowball]: “quicker in speech and more inventive
without the same depth of character.”

11. [about Squealer]: “He was a brilliant talker… he could turn 
black into white.”

12. “Their most faithful disciples were the two cart-horses, 
Boxer and Clover… they absorbed everything.”

13. “Yes, it was theirs– everything that they could see was 
theirs!”

14. [about the Seven Commandments:]: “unalterable law by 
which all animals must live for ever after.”

15. “It was noticed that the milk had disappeared.” 16. “All through the summer the work of the farm went like 
clockwork. The animals were happy as they had never 
conceived it possible to be.”

17. “Napoleon and Snowball… were never in agreement.” 18. “Four legs good, two legs bad.”

19. Squealer: “surely there is no one among you who wants to 
see Jones come back?”

20. “Three days later Mollie disappeared… She appeared to be 
enjoying herself… None of the animals ever mentioned Mollie 
again.”

21. “They were especially liable to break into “Four legs good, 
two legs bad” at crucial moments in Snowball’s speeches.”

22. “a terrible baying sound… nine enormous dogs wearing 
brass-studded collars came bounding into the barn.”

23. “Silent and terrified, the animals crept back into the barn.” 24. Boxer: “Napoleon is always right” & “I will work harder.”

25. “All that year the animals worked like slaves.” 26. Squealer: “Are you certain that this is not something that 
you have dreamed, comrades?”

27. “It was a bitter winter.” 28. “For the first time since the expulsion of Jones, there was 
something resembling a rebellion.”

29. “there was a pile of corpses lying before Napoleon’s feet 
and the air was heavy with the smell of blood.”

30. “As Clover looked down the hillside her eyes filled with
tears… if she herself had any picture of the future, it had been 
of a society of animals set free.”

31. [about Napoleon]: “four dogs guarded his bed at night.” 32. Boxer: “What victory?”

33. “In April, Animal Farm was proclaimed a Republic, and it 
became necessary to elect a President. There was only one 
candidate, Napoleon.”

34. Benjamin: “Fools! Do you not see what is written on the side 
of that van? They are taking Boxer to the knacker’s!”.

35. “Somehow it seemed as though the farm had grown richer 
without making any of the animals themselves any richer.”

36. “Their life, so far as they knew, was as it had always been.”

37. “ALL ANIMALS ARE EQUAL BUT SOME ANIMALS ARE MORE 
EQUAL THAN OTHERS.”

38. “The creatures outside looked from pig to man…it was 
impossible to say which was which.”

ENGLISH: George Orwell’s Animal Farm



Napoleon is one of the three pigs who take control of 
the farm and is best described as a corrupt opportunist. 
Unlike the others, he plays no active role in the rebellion but 
rather waits in the wings for the moment to strike. After the 
rebellion, the mysterious disappearance of Jessie’s puppies is
later revealed to be solely for his benefit: they become his 
secret police, a violent and dangerous method through which
he imposes his will on the other animals and ensures that 
they follow his instructions.
Although definitely similar to the Soviet dictator, Joseph Stalin, Napoleon also 
reflects any tyrannical dictator. His name comes from the early 18th cen. 
French general, Napoleon, who betrayed democratic ideals. He becomes as 
great a despot by the end – if not arguably worse – than the humans at the 
beginning. 

Characters Chapter Plot

1. Old Major’s 
speech

Mr Jones, the owner of Manor Farm, falls asleep in a drunken stupor. All the animals of Manor Farm meet in the big 
barn where Old Major delivers a speech arguing for a rebellion against the men. The Animals sing ‘Beasts of England’, a 
song from Old Major’s dream.

2. The Rebellion Old Major dies and the pigs adapt his speech, forming the principles of Animalism. The pigs plan the rebellion even 
though some animals (like Mollie) are concerned. The rebellion happens faster than expected after Mr. Jones forgets 
to feed the animals – a classic example of human neglect - and they, enraged, react against him. The animals storm Mr. 
Jones’ house and leave it as a museum. The pigs establish the ‘7 Commandments’.  It is hinted that Napoleon steals 
milk – already a sign of dissent.

3. The Pigs 
Emerge as 
Leaders

The animals complete the harvest faster than ever, working as a unit. Snowball sets up the Sunday assemblies where 
Napoleon and Snowball often ‘debate’ (but which is really an argument). Snowball establishes committees but they 
mostly fail, yet he is able to bring literacy to the animals with minor success. Napoleon teaches the sheep ‘four legs 
good two legs bad’ and takes the puppies for ‘education’.  Cow’s milk and windfall apples are given to pigs; Squealer 
convinces the animals that this is a good idea.

4 Battle of the 
Cowshed

News of the rebellion spreads. Frederick, Jones and Pilkington – local, human farmers - complain about Animal Farm’s 
success, bitter that animals could have managed this. In October, a group of men try to seize the farm. Led by 
Snowball’s brilliance, the animals repel the attack, which is subsequently named ‘The Battle of the Cowshed’.

5  Snowball’s 
Expulsion

Mollie deserts the farm, preferring life being pampered by humans. The pigs grow in influence,  suggesting ideas on 
which the animals must vote. Snowball and Napoleon continue to disagree, especially over the construction of a 
windmill.  When the Windmill is put to vote, Snowball is expelled from Animal Farm with the puppies acting as 
Napoleon’s ‘secret police’. Later, Napoleon announces that the Windmill will be built.

6 Building the 
Windmill 

The animals work harder than ever. Boxer proves himself to be an inspiration. Napoleon begins trading with humans 
and hires Mr Whymper. Jones gives up trying to reclaim the farm. The pigs begin sleeping in beds and Muriel and 
Clover notice a change in the Commandments: ‘with sheets’. Squealer persuades the animals that this is acceptable. In 
November, a storm topples the half complete windmill. Napoleon blames this on Snowball, using him as a scapegoat.

7 Rebuilding the 
Windmill and 
the Executions

The animals struggle against starvation. After learning that they must sacrifice their eggs, the hens stage a 
demonstration. Napoleon denies their rations and 9 hens starve as a result. The animals are led to believe Snowball 
has been returning to the farm – his role at the battle of the Cowshed is adapted by Squealer. In spring, Napoleon calls 
a meeting and several ‘traitors’, who confess to being in league with Snowball, are executed, including protesting hens 
and pigs.  Beasts of England is outlawed.

8 Trading with 
Humans and the 
Destruction of 
the Windmill

Clover and Benjamin notice a change in the commandments again: ‘killing without cause’. The next year brings more 
work and less food, despite Squealer’s figures and statistics to the contrary. More executions occur. Napoleon is seen 
in public less often. Napoleon trades Frederick and Pilkington off against each other and sells a pile of timber to 
Frederick, who tricks Napoleon with forged banknotes. Napoleon pronounces the death sentence on him. Frederick, 
with 14 other men, attack the farm and blow up the windmill, which rallies the animals to fight back. Several animals 
die and Boxer is injured but Squealer convinces the animals of their victory. The pigs find a crate of whiskey; the next 
morning, Napoleon fears he is dying and proclaims that drinking alcohol is punishable by death. He then recovers and 
orders the retirement paddock to be planted with barley.

9 Boxer’s Fate Once again, the animals are faced with rebuilding the windmill. 31 pigs are born and Napoleon orders for a 
schoolhouse to be built for their education. Rations are yet again reduced. Animal Farm is proclaimed a republic with 
Napoleon as president. Boxer is injured working  and Napoleon sends for a vet. A van arrives, Boxer is taken away but 
Benjamin reads the name on the side and learns that Boxer is being slaughtered. Squealer manages to convince the 
animals otherwise. Boxer is never seen again.

10 Pigs and 
Humans Come 
Together

Years pass. Muriel, Jessie, Pincher are dead. Clover is 14. No animal has ever retired. The farm has grown in size and 
population. Two windmills are complete. Clover notices the pigs walk on two legs. The commandments are deleted 
and replaced with “All animals are equal but some are more equal than others.” The pigs start carrying whips and 
wearing Mr Jones’ clothes. In the final scene, human farmers visit the farm and meet the other pigs. Toasts are 
exchanged and Napoleon changes the farm’s name back to Manor farm. The pigs and humans play cards. A quarrel 
brakes out. Onlooking animals can not distinguish pigs from humans.

ENGLISH: George Orwell’s Animal Farm

Snowball ultimately becomes Napoleon’s greatest 
adversary as he defies his leadership. He is the only pig 
who emerges with some positive traits. He can be described
as a fervent ideologue who truly wishes to spread the 
principles of Animalism around the world whilst also
wanting to improve conditions on Animal Farm for his 
comrades. However, there’s a stark warning attached to Snowball: his 
idealism isn’t practical and it is this that makes him vulnerable to Napoleon 
eventually removing him through force.  He reflects Leon Trotsky in Soviet 
Russia.
However, he isn’t without flaws – we can still criticise his character. He does 
accept the pigs’ superiority over the other animals. Furthermore, his obsession
with grand projects, like the windmill, could be argued to be more about his 
own ego than genuine improvement of conditions on the farm. 
Squealer embodies what it means to be a propaganda 
machine: throughout the novella, he uses his impressive
rhetoric skills to manipulate the animals, finding ways to
excuse and explain the pigs’ actions and avoiding discontent
from his ‘comrades’. He is best described as ‘silver-tongued’: 
no matter what he has to justify, he manages to use language
radically and effectively. When he creates the simplified mantra of ‘Four legs 
good, two legs bad’ – which he later changes to suit his agenda – any debate is 
taken off the table. At other times, he uses language in a deliberately complex
manner to show the animals that the pigs are the best leaders for the farm. He 
manipulates ‘data’ and ‘statistics’ to confuse them further. He also shows no 
remorse for his actions: he is happy to continue his role and reap the benefits. 
He reflects real-life individualy, Vyacheslav Molotov, who was Stalin’s head of 
Communist propaganda. 

Farmer Jones runs Animal Farm at the beginning of the novella
but is neglectful and exploitative. He is often drunk and fails in
his duties to care for the animals whilst indulging himself with
luxuries, prompting the rebellion. He is supposed to reflect 
Tsar Nicholas II, the royal leader of Russia before the Russian
Revolution removed him. 

Boxer is Orwell’s example of the proletariat, Russia’s
working class labourers who were paid extremely low 
wages which were just enough to keep them alive but not
enough for them to enjoy leisure. They were seen as
disposable, giving their life for their leaders and their state. Boxer evokes the 
most sympathy from readers: he is exploited for his dedication and loyalty to 
Napoleon and for his ability to labour long, hard hours. He also is an example 
of what Orwell saw as the working class’s biggest weakness: a naïve trust for 
the ‘intelligentsia’, the leaders, without recognising the corruption that 
happens. His death is pitiful, especially for an individual who contributed to so 
much progress on the farm, but also shows the extent of the betrayal of the 
pigs towards the principles of Animalism. 

Old Major is the catalyst who begins the animals’ rebellion. 
Modelled on Karl Marx, the German political economist who
established Marxism, the foundation for Communism, Orwell 
respected him greatly. What happens in Animal Farm isn’t a 
result of ‘Animalism’, i.e. Marxism, but is actually a corruption of those ideas. 
Old Major is seen as a venerable creature on the farm. 

Clover is Boxer’s close friend, a female horse who symbolises the
women in the Revolution, nurturing and caring. She, too, is a
member of the proletariat who works hard to support the
Revolution but lacks the knowledge to question suspicious
decisions even when she knows something is amiss. She is hopeful for the 
future but is used to track the decline of Animalism: she is visibly upset by 
Snowball’s expulsion; she notices the changed words to the Commandments; 
and it is she who realises the pigs are indistinguishable from the humans. 

Mollie is a vain creature who grew used to a more luxurious life
under Farmer Jones as she was the mare who pulled the
carriage, thus was often pampered and made to look pretty.
She struggles to adjust to a life without these luxuries on 
Animal Farm, eventually abandoning it and returning to serve 
the humans. She represents the petit bourgeoisie in Russia who quickly fled 
the country. 

Benjamin is a surprising character: he is a pessimist, refusing to
accept that the Revolution could engender any positive change 
and instead believing life will always be unpleasant, no matter
who is in charge. He is the only animal who comprehends what
the pigs are doing but is either unwilling or unable to go against the pigs. 

Mr Frederick runs a neighbouring farm, Pinchfield. He is at first suspicious of 
Animalism but later becomes a trading partner. He is based on Adolf Hitler 
who was an untrustworthy ally to Soviet Russia.
Mr Pilkington runs Foxwood and is Mr Frederick’s bitter enemy. He represents 
the capitalist governments of England and the United States.
Mr Whymper is the human solicitor hired by Napoleon to represent Animal 
Farm in human society. He is used to initiate contact between animals and 
humans once more – a sign of the corruption to come. 



SCIENCE: Biology



Chemical and Physical Changes
A chemical change is when a new substance 
is made. These reactions are very difficult to 
reverse.
Signs of a chemical change are: fizzing, 
change in temperature, change in pH and 
change in colour.
Physical changes involves rearranging the 
atoms of a substance, but doesn’t create a 
new substance. They are normally easy to 
reverse. Examples include; melting, freezing, 
evaporation, condensation and sublimation.

Complete Combustion
During complete combustion a fuel reacts with an 
excess of oxygen to produce carbon dioxide and 
water

Methane + oxygen → water + carbon dioxide

CH4     +     O2 → H2O  +    CO2

Incomplete Combustion
During incomplete combustion fuel reacts with a 
limited amount of oxygen and so carbon monoxide 
(CO) is also produced. Carbon monoxide is a 
colourless and toxic gas.

Non- Renewable resources
• Fossil fuels are made of different 

length chains of carbon and hydrogen 
(hydrocarbon).

• They are mead over millions of years 
from dead matter in conditions of high 
pressure and heat.

• Due to how long it takes to be made 
they are known as a finite resource.

Renewable resources
• Alternative energy sources we can use 

include solar energy, wind energy and 
hydro energy.  As these forms of 
energy are continuous we call them 
renewable energy resources

Conservation of mass
• The overall mass doesn’t change in a 

chemical reaction
• Total atoms reactants = total atoms 

products
• Chemical reactions involve a change in 

energy.  This is usually heat energy so the 
temperature in a reaction will go up 
(exothermic or down (endothermic)

SCIENCE: Chemistry 



SCIENCE: Physics 



Une heure: 1 o’clock / Deux heures: 2 o’clock.

FR
EN

C
H



Le lundi à neuf heures moins dix,
j’ai français.

8h50

Du poulet: some chicken
Du poisson: some fish
Du yaourt:some yogurt
De l’eau:some water
De la soupe: some soup
Des légumes:some vegetables

On a mathématiques
le jeudi: we have 
Maths on Thursdays.

FR
EN

C
H



Je fais: I do/ il fait: he does/ elle fait: she does/ 
on fait:we do/ tu fais: you do/ils font: they do.

En hiver, il fait froid: 
in winter, it is cold.

Je : I/ tu: you/ il : he/ elle : she/ on : we/ils: they/elles: they

FR
EN

C
H



PE: Musculo-Skeletal System

Skeletal System Muscular System

Functions of the Skeletal system
1. Movement – where bones meet, joints are formed, 

these act as levers.  Tendons attach the bones to muscles 
to allow movement to occur.

2. Support –supports the soft tissue, without it we would 
collapse like jelly.  The skeleton provides a frame for the 
body .

3. Protection – protect delicate organs such as the brain, 
heart and lungs.

4. Blood production - red blood cells and white blood cells 
are produced in the bone marrow of some bones.

How does movement occur?
Muscles can only pull, not push. They 
are arranged in pairs.

One muscle contracts and pulls  while 
the other relaxes and vice versa. This 
causes movement.

Pulling muscle becomes shorter –
Agonist (Remember the working 
muscle is in AGONY) ‘Prime mover’

Relaxing muscles lengthen – Antagonist



Primary 
Colour

A colour that cannot 
be made by mixing 
other colours 
together.

Secondary 
Colour

Made by mixing two 
primary colours 
together.

Tertiary 
Colour

Made by mixing a 
primary and a 
secondary colour 
together.

Complementary 
Colour

They are opposite each other 
on the colour wheel. Appear 
brighter when placed next to 
each other. 

Harmonious 
Colours

Colours that are next to each 
other on the colour wheel and 
are pleasing to the eye.

Warm Colours
Are shades of orange, yellow 
and red.

Cold Colours Are shades of green, blue and 
purple.

Tint/Shade
A tonal range from light to 
dark.

VISUAL ELEMENTS:      COMPOSITION LINE TONE COLOUR PATTERN TEXTURE POINT SHAPE FORM

RRS Article 29 (goals of education) Education must develop every child’s personality, talents and abilities to the full.

Mixing: The creation of secondary and/or tertiary colours 
from primary colours.
Colour Theory: The theory of colour including gradient, 
contrast, harmonising and complementary colours.
Blending: To use water to dilute and/or mix different 
shades of colour.
Application: To apply paint to a surface to explore its 
impact. 
Receding/ Advancing colours: The use of warm colours to 
advance certain areas and cool colours to recede.
Contrast: To use colour wheel knowledge to select an 
opposite colour to increase contrast. 
Overlap: To place differing or similar colours over one 
another for effect.

Steps for Success
1 Learn about primary and secondary 
colours. 2 Research artists who use colour 
to convey emotion and comment on this. 3
Decide what different colours represent  to 
you. 4 Create artworks inspired by 
memories/emotion. 5 Use colour to create 
mood in the artwork.

CAREERS:https://www.studentartg
uide.com/articles/art-careers-list

ART & DESIGN: Colour

https://www.studentartguide.com/articles/art-careers-list


Biblical Stories / Greek Myths
The Christian Creation Story          (CHRISTIAN)   - The Origin of the World – A 
In the beginning - God started creation; The first day - light was created; The second day - the sky was 
created; The third day - dry land, seas, plants and trees were created; The fourth day - the Sun, Moon 
and stars were created; The fifth day - creatures that live in the sea and creatures that fly were created; 
The sixth day - animals that live on the land and finally humans, made in the image of God were created; 
By day seven, God finished his work of creation and rested, making the seventh day a special holy day.
Adam and Eve     (CHRISTIAN)       - The Origin of Original Sin (Evil) – B 
God created the first man Adam and then created the first woman, Eve. God put Adam and Eve in the 
Garden of Eden to care and nurture the land. He told Adam and Eve that they could eat from any fruit 
from the trees except for the Tree of the Knowledge Good and Evil. God warned them that if they ate 
from the tree they would die. One day Satan came disguised as a snake and spoke to Eve, convincing her 
to eat the fruit from the tree of good and evil. Eve told the serpent that God said they should not eat it 
and they would die if they did, but Satan tempted Eve to eat saying that she would become like God if 
she did. Eve believed the lie and took a bite of the fruit. She then gave some to Adam for him to eat. 
Adam and Eve, now knowing that they had sinned, immediately felt ashamed and tried to hide from 
God.  For their sin, they were expelled from the Garden of Eden.
Pandora’s Box    (GREEK) - The Origin of Original Sin (Evil) – C 
When Prometheus stole fire from heaven, Zeus, the king of the gods, took vengeance Zeus got 
vengeance by having Hephaistos make a beautiful woman out of clay, whom he named Pandora (which 
means all-gifts) and presenting her to Epimetheus. Pandora opened a box/jar left in his care containing 
Sickness, Death and many other unspecified evils which were then released into the world.  Lastly, Hope, 
in the form of a small moth, flew out.  Like the story of Adam and Eve, it is a myth which explains the 
origin of sin in the world.
Demeter and Persephone (GREEK)     - The Origin of the Seasons – D 
The Greek Goddess of Agriculture (farming) and Fertility (growth) was Demeter; her daughter was 
Persephone. One day while Persephone was gathering flowers, Hades, god of the underworld, captured 
her. Demeter was sick with worry and grief. She asked Helios the sun god what had happened. When she 
learned that Hades had captured her daughter she became very angry. For a year she caused crops and 
plants to wither and die. A terrible famine (starvation) gripped the earth. Zeus commanded that Hades 
release Persephone. However, Hades tricked Persephone into eating some pomegranate seeds before 
she left the underworld. He knew that if she ate anything from the land of the dead, she would have to 
return to him for a part of each year. Demeter was delighted that her daughter had returned to her. 
However every time Persephone had to return to Hades, Demeter mourned terribly again. This is why 
for a part of each year the plants and crops stop growing and why we have winter.

Golden Words     

Existentialism = thinking about your 
own existence (Where do I come 
from? Why am I here? etc.)

Monolinguist = speaking only one
language
Multi-linguist = speaking many
languages

Phenomenon / phenomena (pl) = a 
strange, possibly inexplicable event

Symbolic motif = something which 
represents something else

Allegorical = containing a moral or 
hidden meaning

Unison = all together e.g. they played 
in unison

Omnipotent = all powerful Protagonist = the main character of a 
text - hero

Antagonist = a character that opposes 
the protagonist – a villain or 
adversary.

Conjecture = an educated guess / 
theory 

Allusion = a reference to a person, 
place, thing or idea of historical, 
cultural, literary or political 
significance

Titan = children of the original Gods, 
they themselves were ‘deities’, 
worshipped by the Greeks

composition = considering how a shot 
is laid out

benevolent = kind and generous 

Genesis = the first book of the Old 
Testament, in The Bible; the origin or 
formation of something

rebellious = being defiant; going 
against someone / something (not 
following rules/expected behaviour)

Ominous = dark and sinister / 
brooding 

tyranny = cruel, oppressive rule  
(being a tyrannical ruler, a dictator; a 
despot)

fresco = a technique of mural painting 
completed upon freshly laid, or wet 
lime plaster.

retribution = getting revenge, just or 
not

colour imagery = specific colours 
selected for symbolic reason 

Transgression [noun] = disobedience; 
wrongdoing
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The Tower of Babel (CHRISTIAN)     - A Morality Tale about the Origin of Languages – E 
The story of the Tower of Babel explains the origins of the multiplicity (many different) of languages. Humans, believing that they could 
attain (get to) godlike status, settled in a single area (what became the legendary city of Babylon, in modern day Iraq) and began to 
construct a huge tower out of bricks and mortar.  They believed that reaching the heavens physically, meant they saw themselves as worthy 
equals to God himself. Upon visiting the tower, God was concerned that humans had blasphemed (speak arrogantly negatively about God) 
by building the tower to avoid a second flood so God brought into existence multiple languages. Thus, humans were divided into linguistic 
groups, unable to understand one another; they spread out across the world, forming other tribes and cultures.
Prometheus Steals the Fire (GREEK)     - The Origin of Fire – F 
Prometheus was a Titan and, alongside his brother Epimetheus (husband to Pandora), was sympathetic toward mankind, compared to the 
cruel and contemptuous (scornful and arrogant) Gods.  After recognising that, in relation to all the other beasts, nothing was left for 
mankind (following their creation by Epimetheus), Prometheus stole the God’s sacred fire from Mount Olympus.  Following this,
Prometheus (perhaps in a moment of hubris – caught out by his own success/arrogance) tricked the king of the Gods, Zeus, in covering up 
the bones of a sacrificial cow and passing it off as the best, fattiest piece, while reserving the best portions for humans. Zeus punished him 
– and ultimately, humankind – by confiscating fire, with a dire final warning for the Titan.  Unable to resist, and leave humanity to once 
again suffer, Prometheus again, stole the Gods’ fire.  As punishment, Zeus had Prometheus punished eternally, by having him chained to a 
rock / mountainside and having a great eagle visit him daily, tearing open his stomach and liver, only to have it regenerate again each day.  
This wouldn’t be the last we would hear of Prometheus, who was eventually ‘unbound’ by Hercules, as one of his ’12 Great Labours’.  

Noah’s Ark (CHRISTIAN)     - The Origin of Forgiveness – G 
The descendants of Adam and Eve had become evil and wicked, and God decided that the earth would have to be destroyed and begin 
again, anew. There was one man, Noah, who was obedient to God, and was chosen to be saved.  God told Noah to bring a pair of every 
living animal into an ark to keep them alive during the flood. Noah was to find one male and one female of every kind of animal and bird 
and take them into the ark. He also had to take food for all those animals. God told Noah to go into the ark with his wife, his three sons, 
Shem, Ham, and Japheth, and their wives. Then it started to rain. It rained without stop for forty days and nights!  The ark floated on top of 
the waters and the people and animals in the ark were safe. Eventually, the water started to go down again, and the ark came to rest in the 
mountains of Ararat. Finally, Noah sent out a dove, who came back bearing an olive branch: proof of dry land. God promised never again to 
destroy the earth with a flood and placed a rainbow in the sky as a sign of that promise. 
Narcissus and Echo (GREEK)     - A Morality Tale about the Origin of Vanity – H 
One day Narcissus was walking in the woods when Echo, an Oread (mountain nymph/fairy) saw him, fell deeply in love, and followed him. 

Narcissus sensed he was being followed and shouted "Who's there?". Echo repeated "Who's there?" She eventually revealed her identity 
and attempted to embrace him. He stepped away and told her to leave him alone. She was heartbroken and spent the rest of her life in 
lonely glens until nothing but an echo sound remained of her. Nemesis, the goddess of revenge, noticed this behaviour after learning the 
story and decided to punish Narcissus. Once, during the summer, he was getting thirsty after hunting, and the goddess lured him to a pool 
where he leaned upon the water and saw himself in the bloom of youth. Narcissus did not realise it was his own reflection and fell deeply in 
love with it, as if it were somebody else. Unable to leave the allure of his image, he eventually realised that his love could not be 
reciprocated and he melted away from the fire of passion burning inside him, eventually turning into a gold and white flower.

Golden Words 

Emotional structure = 
how a creative piece is 
structure to create an 
emotional response 
from its 
viewer/reader/listener. 

Inception = origin; e.g. 
being brought into the 
world, or the 
inception/seed of an
idea in an author’s mind

Torment, anguish = 
severe physical/mental 
suffering

assertive = strong / 
authoritative

Desolation = experience 
of loneliness or 
destruction

hubris = pride to the 
point of being arrogant, 
often leading to you 
making a mistake (link –
Hamartia)

Primeval = relating to 
the earliest parts of 
history

Integral = vital; 
absolutely essential

Unified = wholeness, 
completeness; 
togetherness

epitomise = capture/sum 
up something perfectly

Diversified = become 
more varied multilingual

infernal = from hell / the 
underworld 

symbol = something 
represents or stands for 
something else (Link: 
signifier)

articulate = put 
something into words / 
describe

dejected = utterly defeated 
and dispirited; (forlorn)

benefactor = someone who 
supports someone else
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Film – Key Terms and Ideas
Genre: decoding the conventions (ingredients) of a film text (movie; poster etc.) is vital in determining the genre.  This helps audiences  expect certain features that might occur in the narrative.  
Genre examples: Action; Comedy; Horror; Drama; Thriller; Crime; Western; Sci-fi; Action-Adventure; Fantasy; Documentary.
Key Horror genre conventions might be the presence of a dark colour palette (black, grey) or red to symbolise death; a masked murderer; knife/chainsaw etc.

Cinematography: shot types (framing); camera angles (high/low/tilted) and lighting choices i.e. everything to do with being a cameraman

Signifiers = ‘clues’ / aspects you see that give you information about the TYPE of film. Films, like works of art, can be decoded for implied / hidden meaning. E.g. an apple might signify fruit; health; 
it might signify temptation, due to links with the Garden of Eden story.

Aesthetics = the specific look or style of a film; this can identify genre, or even a style of a director.
Femme fatale = an irresistibly beautiful woman who uses her sexuality to seduce men and lure them into dangerous situations to serve her own selfish interests.  (See the FILM NOIR genre.) They 
are defined as women of great seductive charm, mysterious, duplicitous (deceitful), subversive, double-crossing, gorgeous, energized, intelligent, powerful, unreliable, irresponsible, manipulative 
and desperate; leads other characters to their demise (ruin).
Mise-en-scene = ‘everything in the shot’.  Collectively linked to: setting; colour palette; costume; posture; facial expression/gesture; make up; props; lighting. These combined, can tell us a lot 
about a film, whether genre, how the characters are feeling, the timed period of the film, and overall, the aesthetic style.
Storyboarding = the creation of a visual sequence of shot types that will be used in a sequence of film.  They are a represented – usually sketched by a storyboard artist – of the film’s narrative (i.e. 
the storyline). They consist of the object/subject in the frame; a description of the scene or action; sound (music/dialogue); editing; any other useful info for the cinematographer.  They are a vital 
part of pre-production (planning stage) and give an idea not just of sequence, but how shots work next to each other.

Film Noir: Low key lighting (dark, smoky); Black and white; very often, a film noir story was developed around a cynical, hard-hearted, disillusioned male (usually a detective) who encounters a 
beautiful, promiscuous, amoral (dishonourable), double-dealing, seductive femme fatale. She would use her feminine wiles and come-hither sexuality to manipulate him into becoming the fall guy 
- often following a murder. After a betrayal or double-cross, she was frequently destroyed as well, often at the cost of the hero's life. 

Drama and Theatre – Key Terms and Ideas
Tableau = freeze-frame / a dramatic picture; from the French “picture”, or “painted target”.  Occurs when actors stand still, in a particular position, facial expression or gesture. This helps actors to 
articulate (give language to), a certain scene’s ‘feel’, or perhaps a specific set of  characters’ emotions. It might even be used to explore a moment for deeper analysis.
Musical Tracking= As you are listening, draw lines UP and DOWN on your page to show the rise and fall of the music. You might base this on volume or tone.  The small vertical lines on your graph 
to demonstrate the  tempo (pace) of the music at that point. 

Hamartia = a term used in Greek tragedy, particularly the protagonist (hero / main character). E.g. PRIDE, GREED, IGNORANCE, but something lacking in their character would be their downfall!

Thought tracking = a technique used to verbally express (speak out) their understanding of characters and situations without the need for rehearsal i.e. explain how they feel, what they think 
about another character etc. Often used in conjunction (along with) Tableaus, where a director might tap actors on the shoulder, prompting them to talk aloud, the feelings of their characters, at 
that moment in time, usually 1st person.  This can also help other characters in their responses to that character completing the ‘thought tracking’.

Monologue = French monologue: “long speech by one person”. Greek monos: “single, alone” and logos: “speech, word”. It provides an opportunity for the actors/characters to use powerful words 
spoken as a direct revelation (revealing of) their character’s thoughts and feelings. So, the characters can express themselves or their ideas without any obstacle or hindrance from other 
character’s dialogue. 
Link: In literature, particularly poetry, a dramatic monologue is also a convenient device to present different characters and their inner thoughts through verse.
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Music – Key terms and ideas
Dynamics: The loudness and softness of a note played in a musical piece. Composers will indicate the intended volume of a piece of music through directions such as crescendo (Increase 
volume), diminuendo (decrease volume), forte (loud) and piano (soft).

Tone: The feel / quality / character of a piece of music (or literature!); major/minor key (“happy” or “sad” sounding notes). Classical composers often used to indicate the tone of a piece of music 
through the title: Allegro = music played cheerfully, upbeat and brisk whereas Adagio = slowly and often sad in tone.

Tempo: The speed at which a musical piece of music is played. Often composers will alter the speed for dramatic effect. The Italian term: accelerando means to increase speed and the Italian term 
rallentando means to slow the tempo of the music down.

Hymn: A religious song or poem of praise to God.

Oratorio: A large-scale (lengthy) musical composition on a sacred / religious subject, for solo voices, chorus, and orchestra; it may be performed in both churches and concert halls.  The text is 
usually based on scripture (Biblical text). A famous example of an oratorio is Haydn’s ‘Creation’ (1732 – 1809).

Libretto = the written text of an opera or other long vocal work.
Overture = an orchestral piece of music at the beginning of an opera, play, etc. 
Chorus : The choir singing at once. In contrast, a fugue [fyoog] is the term for when the chorus singing stagger (take turns) e.g. one starts, the next comes in later, the next after this etc.

Cinematography (Camerawork) – Shot Types and Camera Angles

ANGLES
1) High angle: object looks smaller; less powerful
2) Low angle: object looks taller; more powerful
3) Tilted / Slanted Angle: something/someone unnatural 

Aerial Shot: A view from above, it could be a place or a scene for a movie, usually from a bird’s eye view. It shows the audience scenery / setting. A crane, helicopter or drone usually achieves this type of shot. 

Extreme Close Up - Further in than a close up shot; to show lots of detail/emotion e.g. extreme fear / happiness
Close Up - show an object in such detail; make sure the audience feel more involved; you can see shoulders.

Mid or Medium Shot - A mid shot is usually from the subject’s head down to their torso (middle of body).   This to show the subject’s upper body / stance as well as their face / emotion. Used for the majority of 
shots.

Long Shot – Takes a picture from a distance, it shows a whole setting. It could be used to show a full scene or an actors full body. Further out is an extreme long shot. (e.g. If you removed these actors.)

Establishing or Wide Shot - This shot is commonly used to show a large setting behind them and to get a sense of location/distances. Often used at the beginning of films, to set the scene. Rarely people in it.

Over the Shoulder - Taken from behind a subject to see someone else.  It is sometimes used in dramatic scenes, to show someone's facial expression. It is more commonly used for when two people are having a 
conversation. 

Point of View- This shows the view point of a character. You can usually see the actors feet or hands in the picture. But sometimes as their eyesight as  blurry, as if becoming unconscious. The basic format of 
‘found footage’ films.

Combination shots – these are the shots between main shots e.g. between CU and MS is an MCU
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GOLDEN WORDS
File An objecton acomputer that stores data, information,  

settings, or commands used with a computer program.
Folder A way to organize computer files. A folder is a storage  

space that many filescan be placed into to group them  
together and organize thecomputer.

Email Electronic mail ‐ a method of exchanging messages  
between people using electronics and emailaddresses.

Emailaddress The address of an electronicpost‐box that can receive (and  
send) email messages on anetwork.

Domain The groupto which an email address belongs.
Attachment A document which is sent withan email.
CarbonCopy (CC)used to add more than one recipient to an email.
BlindCarbon  
Copy

(BCC) used to hide recipients from one another.

Subject A briefdescription of what will followin an email.
Internet A global computer network made up of interconnected  

networks via dedicated routers andservers.
E‐safety Maximizing personal safety and security risks to private  

information and property associated with using the  
internet

Username Identification used by a person with access to acomputer,  
network, or online service. (eg.17B1…)

Password A secret word,phrase, or string of characters that allows  
access to a computer, interface, orsystem.

Private  
information

Information that can be used to identify,contact or locate  a
person.

Public  
information

Information that has been made availableforanyone to  
access.

Inappropriate  
content

Content that is not suitable for its setting – this could  
include offensive, illegal or irrelevant images ortext.

COMPUTING: ICT Skills & E-Safety 

Stay safeonline

Remember these key rules to stay safe 

online:

1.Don’t post personal information

online.

2.Think carefully about posting any

images or videos  of yourself.

3.Keep privacy settings as high as

possible.

4.Keep your password safe.

5.Don’t befriend people you don’tknow.

6.Don’t meet up with people you have

met online.

7.Think before you say.

8. Treat others with respect, don’t be

rude!
9. If you see something which makes you

feel unsafe,  scared or uncomfortable. 
Report it.

Who can youreport 

inappropriate 

content toonline?

A strong password
should have:

• Letters,

• Capital letters,

• Numbers,

• Symbols,

• 8 or more

characters.

• No dictionary
words



PRODUCT DESIGN: Health and Safety & Tools and Equipment

Health and Safety 

Remember these rules to 
stay safe: 

• Long hair tied back
• No jewellery
• Always wear an apron
• Wear goggles
• Bags under tables
• Stools stacked away
• Never run or throw things 

around  the workshop
• Never crowd round the

machines
• Always stand up when 

doing a  practical

Tools and Equipment



Structure of the Earth

Crust: solid rock; 0-60 km  
thick; continental (granite  
rock) and oceanic (basalt  
rock) The crust is divided into  
plates, that move very slowly.  
Mantle:molten rock; ~2,900  
km thick
Outer core: liquid metal; iron  
and nickel; ~4400°C
Inner core: solid metal; iron  
and nickel; ~6100°C

Plate Margins

Constructive: plates move apart  
(diverge).
Volcanoes and earthquakes
Examples: Iceland; East African Rift  
Valley

Destructive: as the plates converge, the  
oceanic plate subducts under  
continental plate.
Fold mountains and ocean trenches  
Volcanoes and earthquakes
Example: Andes and Peru-Chile Trench

Anomaly: Hotspot

At a hotspot, a super-hot plume of magma rises through the crust, not along a  
plate margin. As the plate moves, new islands form and the old ones stop  
growing and start being eroded. Volcanoes form, and small earthquakes too,  
due to magma movement. Examples: Hawaii; Yellowstone Volcano

Volcanoes

Shield volcano: largest vol  
made of basalt magma; wi
height; not steep  
Example: Kilauea (Hawaii)  
(Ethiopia)

Stratovolcano (composite
world’s volcanoes are com
made of more viscous ma
of lava and ash; steep side

Case  
Studies

Tohoku  
11/03/201
1

Richter Scale 9.0

Fuego
Volcano  
03/06/2018

Explosivity Index 3

Location Japan Guatemala

Causes
Pacific Plate subducting 
under  North American Plate

Cocos Plate subducting 
under  North American
Plate

canoes on
earth;  de base;
low

Primar
y  
Effects

~ 16,000 people died
~ 4000 people missing
~ 6000 people injured
~ 128,500 homes &
businesses  destroyed
Flooding destroyed crops

~ 110 deaths
~ 200 people missing
~ 300 injured
Mud and ash covered roads 
and  crops
Ash fell 15 km away

Tsunami wave and flooding  
(reached 39 m high, travelled  
10 km inland on eastern side
of  Japan)
Fukushima nuclear power 
plant  severely damaged
Disruption to: shipping; 
travel;  agriculture (farming);
economy

Heavy rain caused
landslides Destroyed crops
caused food shortages
Lung diseases due to 
breathing  in ash and gases
Disruption to: travel; 
agriculture;  economy

Increased levels of poverty

and Erta Ale

): most of the  
posite volcanoes;  
gma; made of
layers  s; tall

Secondar
y  Effects

Immediat
e  
Response
s

Military aircraft identified  
areas needed most urgent
help  Roads cleared to bring  
water/food/ medical care /  
tents

Search & Rescue teams 
clear  roads to reach
people
Water / food / medical care 

/  tents
Evacuation

Long-
term  
Response
s

Continued training, 
education  and earthquake
drills
Rebuild infrastructure (roads,

Education and evacuation
drills New and improved
emergency response systems

Keywords electricity, buildings) Rebuilding infrastructure

1 Magma Molten (liquid) rock in the mantle

2 Lava Magma that has reached the surface

3 Pressure Physical force (pressure builds up when tectonic plates lock together 
and  can’t move)

4 Friction Resistance or difficulty in moving. Tectonic plates are rough and so 
there  is friction when they move.

5 Fold mountain Mountains that formed when tectonic plates collide and cause the 
plates  to wrinkle
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Why live near a volcano?
+ tourism; precious metals; fertile soil;  
geothermal energy
- inability to leave (poverty, family, land);  
belief that disasters are acts of God  
(fatalism); a disaster has not taken place in  
a long time; lack of awareness

Hotspot, created by a mantle plume:  
(Feeding only the Big Island)

Conservative: plates slide alongside  
each other
Earthquakes
Example: San Andreas Fault in California

Collision: continental plates collide into  
each other as they move towards each  
other (converge)
Fold mountains
Earthquakes Example: Himalayas

Old volcanoes,  
now being eroded

GEOGRAPHY: Plate Tectonics



PRODUCT DESIGN: Health and Safety & Tools and Equipment

Health and Safety 

Remember these rules to 
stay safe: 

• Long hair tied back
• No jewellery
• Always wear an apron
• Wear goggles
• Bags under tables
• Stools stacked away
• Never run or throw things 

around  the workshop
• Never crowd round the

machines
• Always stand up when 

doing a  practical

Tools and Equipment



FOOD TECHNOLOGY: Fruit and Vegetables 

5 reasons for eating 5 a day

1. Fruit and vegetables are a good source 
of vitamins and minerals,including 
folate, vitamin C and potassium.

2. They're an excellent source of dietary
fibre, which can help to maintain a
healthy gut and prevent constipation
and other digestion problems. A diet
high in fibre can also reduce your risk of
bowel cancer.

3. They can help to reduce your risk of heart 
disease, stroke and some typesof cancer.

4. Fruit and vegetables contribute to a 
healthy, balanced diet.

5. Fruit and vegetables taste delicious and 
there's so much variety tochoose from.

Fruit and vegetables are also usually low in 
fat and calories (provided you don't fry 
them or roast them in lots of oil). That's 
why eating them can help you maintain a 
healthy weight and keep your heart 
healthy.

Fruit is the sweet, fleshy, edible part of a 
plant. It generally contains seeds. 
Common types of fruits include:

• Apples and pears

• Citrus – oranges, grapefruits, 
mandarins and limes

• Stone fruit – nectarines, apricots,
peaches and plums

• Tropical and exotic – bananas and man-
goes

• Berries – strawberries, raspberries, 
blue- berries, kiwifruit and passionfruit

• Melons – watermelons, rockmelons
and honeydew melons

• Tomatoes and avocados

Vegetables are available in many varieties and can be 
classified into biological groups or ‘families’, including:

• Leafy green – lettuce, spinach and kale

• Cruciferous – cabbage, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts 
and broccoli

• Marrow – pumpkin, cucumber and courgette

• Root – potato, sweet potato and carrot

• Edible plant stem – celery and asparagus

• Allium – onion, garlic and shallot.

Fruitandvegetablesarepartofa healthy,balanceddietandcan help you stay healthy. It's importantthatyoueatenoughof them. Evidence shows there are

significanthealth benefits to getting at least 5 portions ofa varietyoffruitandvegetables everyday. That's 5 portions of fruit andvegintotal,not5portionsof each. A

portion of fruit or vegetables is 80g. The5ADaycampaignisbasedon advice from the World Health Organization (WHO), which recommends eating a minimum of 

400g of fruit and vegetables a day. 



A. Golden Words—Life in a medieval village
The Feudal System—The way society was organised 
throughout Western Europe during the Middle Ages. 
The King gave land to a small number of powerful 
men such as barons, knights or lords. In return they 
supported the King and provided him with an army 
when he needed one. Ordinary people had to 
perform various duties for the barons, knights and 
lords (see diagram)
Peasant—the vast majority of poor people in 
medieval villages who worked the land
Villein—a peasant who was under the control of the 
lord of the manor in the Middle Ages. A villain could 
buy his freedom and become a freeman
Freeman—a peasant who achieved some freedom 
from the lord
Knight—a lord (of the manor) who was granted land 
by a baron in return for support and army service
Demesne—part of the manor (land)
Boon work—work a villein would have to do for the 
lord

B. Golden Words—Medieval life, health and protest
Tithe—tax which medieval people had to pay to the church, one tenth 
of their produce
The Black Death—name given to plague outbreak of 1347—1349 
which killed approximately one third of Britain’s population
Plague—infectious disease. Most famous strain is bubonic plague.
The Peasants’ Revolt—significant rebellion of peasants in London and 
south-east England, 1381
Revolt—armed protest, rebellion or uprising, Usually violent
Poll tax—unpopular tax which sparked off Peasants’ Revolt

C.  Connectives to write history

At first, … Next, … Then, ...

Secondly, … Before, … After, ...

For example, 

…

In addition, … Moreover, ...

Because … Therefore, … This suggests 

Significantly … Fundamentally Whereas ...

This led to … This depicts … This suggests

D. Key individuals
Richard II—king during the Peasants’ 
Revolt. Ruled from 1377 to 1399. Was 
only 14 years old when the Peasants’ 
Revolt happened.
Wat Tyler—leader of the peasants 
during the Peasants’ Revolt. Was 
murdered by the Mayor of London and 
a squire.
John Ball—inspirational priest who was 
let out of prison during the Peasants’ 
Revolt. Preached greater equality for 
people in medieval England.
William Walworth—the mayor of 
London during the Peasants’ Revolt

HISTORY: Medieval Life 

Artist 
reconstructions of 
medieval villages. 
Note the common 
features such as 

the church.



HISTORY: Renaissance & Reformation 

A. Golden Words
The Renaissance—period of time in history where 
there was advancements in learning, art, architecture 
and science.  The period also saw significant 
exploration and advances in technology. The 
Renaissance is usually considered to have started in 
Florence, Italy and the ideas spread throughout 
Europe c. 1400 to c. 1700.
The printing press —a significant invention of the late 
15th century which meant that books could be mass 
produced not handwritten by monks. The 
development of the printed book allowed greater 
independence from the church.
The Reformation—time of religious upheaval and 
change. The ideas of Martin Luther inspired a 
movement away from the Catholic Church and 
opened the way to the Protestant church.
The Catholic Church — Christian church headed by 
the Pope in Rome. Had been dominant in the Middle 
Ages.
Protestants—inspired by the ideas of Martin Luther, 
Christians protested against the perceived corruption 
of the Catholic Church

Da Vinci’s anatomical drawings

B. Catholic Vs Protestant

Catholic Church Protestant Church (Church of 

England)

Pope head of the church Monarch as head of church

Churches should be highly 

decorated with paintings and 

coloured windows

Churches should be simple and 

plain. People should focus on God

Bible and masses in Latin as 

they have been for hundreds 

of years

Bible and services in English. 

People should be able to read and 

study for themselves

Marin Luther—
German monk 
and instigator of 
the Reformation

C. Causes of events 
Political—reasons that are based around a power struggle. 
Can be linked to personal reasons.
Religious—reasons that are based on people’s religious 
convictions
Economic—reasons based on trying to gain financially 
(through money)
Technological—the invention of gunpowder increased the 
power of the monarchy. The printing press diminished the 
power of the Church

D. Key individuals
Leonardo da Vinci—talented artist, mathematician, 
philosopher, engineer and great thinker of the 
Renaissance period
Martin Luther— German monk who protested against the 
perceived corruption and mis-management of the Catholic 
church. His ideas inspired the Reformation.
Henry VIII—King of England and Wales. Although against 
the ideas of the Reformation at first, he seized the 
opportunity to break away from the power and influence 
of the Catholic church.
Thomas Cromwell—Henry’s chief minister 

Henry VIII—set up the 
protestant Church of 
England under the guidance 
of Thomas Cromwell



Langar A free vegetarian meal 
served at the Gurdwara 
regardless of religion, 
caste, gender or status.

Kahlsa Brotherhood of the pure 
of heart

Gurdwara A Sikh place of worship. 
Literally means door to 
the Guru

Guru Nanak The founder of Sikhism 
and the first Guru 

Punjab The area in Indian and 
Pakistan that Sikhism 
started from. 

Guru A spiritual leader in 
Sikhism, a teacher.

Guru Granth Sahib The eternal Guru. The 
Holy text in Sikhism. 

1. Sikhism: Key Terms

Kirpan Sword represents 
defending the weak and 
spirituality

Kachera Underwear represents 
ease of movement 
whilst fighting/ 
defending others

Kara Steel bangle represents 
restraint and one God

Kanga Wooden comb to look 
after the kesh

Kesh Uncut hair represents 
God’s creation and 
spirituality

2. Sikhim: The 5 K’s 

Khanda Symbol of Sikhism: 3 swords and a 
circle representing everlasting God

Amritsar

The capital of the Sikh faith.

Sewa selfless service of others

3. Some Key Terms

RE: What is Love?

Agape 
The highest form of love,  completely 
unconditional, charity and the love of God 
for man and of man for God

Altruism 
Is concern for the well-being of others. A 
truly altruistic act is something done 
completely for the good of another. 

Humanitarian concerned with or seeking to promote 
human welfare.

Unconditional Not subject to any conditions.

Allah Arabic word for God. 

Al- Wadud
One of the 99 Names of Allah, meaning 
God the most loving 

Mosque An Islamic place of worship

Quran The Islamic Holy book 

3. Islam: Key Terms

3. Muslim Aid 

❖ Muslims have a sense of obligation to help those 
in need as this is one of the 5 pillars of Islam. 

❖ Muslim Aid helps anyone who needs it all over the 
world. 

❖ Muslim Aid have helped rough sleepers in UK 
cities by providing them with blankets and food. 

❖ Muslim Aid have helped those in war torn Syria to 
escape the fighting and start to rebuild their lives 
elsewhere. 



RE: What is Love?

Storge - στοργή – family affection
Storge is family love, the bond among mothers, 
fathers, sisters and brothers.

Philia - Φιλί - love between friends
Philia means close friendship or brotherly love in 
Greek. It is one of the four types of love in the Bible.

Eros - ἔρως – romance 
Eros is the physical, sensual love between a husband 
and wife. Although this Greek term does not appear 
in the Bible, eros, or erotic love, is written about in 
the Old Testament Bible book, The Song of Solomon. 

Agape - ἀγάπη - unconditional love
Agape is selfless, sacrificial, unconditional love, the 
highest of the four types of love in the Bible.
This Greek word and variations of it are found 
throughout the New Testament. 

4. Greek - Love 
6. The Golden Rule 

5. Christianity – The Good Samaritan 

Jesus asked him what was written in the law, and the man 
responded: "You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart 
and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your 
mind, and your neighbor as yourself.“

• Pressing further, the lawyer asked Jesus, "Who is my neighbor?"
• In parable form, Jesus told of a man going down from Jerusalem 

to Jericho. 
• Robbers attacked him, took his possessions and clothes, beat 

him, and left him half dead.
• A priest came down the road, saw the injured man, and passed 

by him on the other side. 
• A Levite passing by did the same.
• A Samaritan, from a race hated by the Jews, saw the hurt man 

and had compassion on him. He poured oil and wine on his 
wounds, bound them up, then put the man on his donkey. The 
Samaritan took him to an inn and cared for him.

• The next morning, the Samaritan gave two denarii to the 
innkeeper for the man's care and promised to repay him on his 
way back for any other expenses.

• Jesus asked the lawyer which of the three men had been a 
neighbor. The lawyer answered that the man who showed mercy 
was a neighbor.

• Then Jesus told him, "You go and do likewise."

7. Saint Mother Threresa

❖ Saint Mother Theresa was a  catholic nun. She was born in 1910 and died in 1997. 
❖ She was  a humanitarian meaning she campaigned and worked hard to care for other people. 
❖When she was 36 she felt a calling from God to help those in need in India. She received basic medical training. 
❖ She herself became very poor helping others and ended up having to beg for food herself. 
❖ She formed the Missionaries for Charity which is a Catholic organisation that she said would take care of all those in need.
❖ There are now 4,000 members of her charity. 

Christianity Love your neighbour as you 
love yourself. Love for your 
brother or your sister, what 
you love for yourself. Do not 
harm them in a way that you 
do not wish to be harmed.”

Judaism What is hateful to you, do not 
to your fellow man. That is the 
entire Law; all the rest is 
commentary

Hinduism This is the sum of duty: Do 
naught unto others which 
would cause you pain if done 
to you

Buddhism Hurt not others in ways that 
you yourself would find 
hurtful

Islam No one of you is a believer 
until he desires for his brother 
that which he desires for 
himself

https://www.learnreligions.com/battle-of-jericho-700195
http://www.thywordistruth.com/questions/Question-137.html


Basic 

Elements of 

Music

Duration

Pitch

How long a note is

How high or low a note is

Structure

Timbre

Dynamics

Texture

Tempo

How are sections organised (ABACA)

Different instrument sounds

The Volume

Layers of sound

Fast and Slow

Silence No sound at all

Metre

Tonality

Harmony

Rhythm

How many beats per bar

Major, Minor, Modal, Atonal

The Chords (notes played together)

How long notes last

Further Elements of 

Music

Melody The Tune

Keyboard 

note names

MUSIC: Elements of Music  



FOOD TECHNOLOGY: Ethical food issues

6 Rs for sustainability
How could you use these in 
food?

RETHINK: Do we make too many 
products? Design in a way that 
considers people and the environment.
REFUSE: Don’t use a material or buy a 
product if you don’t need it or if it’s bad 
for people or the environment.
REDUCE: Cut down the amount of 
material and energy you use as much as 
you can.
REUSE: Use a product to make 
something else with all or parts of it.
RECYCLE: Reprocess a material or 
product and make something else.
REPAIR: When a product breaks down 
or doesn’t work properly, fix it.

Assured Food Standards.

Assured Food Standards is an 
organisation that promotes and 
regulates food quality in England, 
Northern Ireland and Wales. It 
licenses the Red Tractor quality mark, 
a product certification programme 
that comprises a number of farm 
assurance schemes for foodproducts, 
animal feed and fertilizer.
Red Tractor is a world leading farm 
and food assurance scheme that 
provides traceable, safe food. It’s an 
easy signpost for consumers looking 
for British food and drink that they 
can trust.
Why does this matter

The Soil Association is a charity based in the 
United Kingdom. Founded in 1946, it has over 
27,000 members today. Its activities include 
campaign work on issues including opposition 
to intensive farming, support for local 
purchasing and public education on nutrition; 
as well the certification of organic food.
Why do some people prefer organic food?

The Vegetarian Society of the United Kingdom is a British 

registered charity which was established on 30 September 1847 

to promote vegetarianism. How do you feel about vegetarianism 

and why?

Genetically modified foods, also known as genetically 
engineered foods, or bioengineered foods are foods 
produced from organisms that have had changes 
introduced into their DNA using the methods of genetic 
engineering. How do you feel about GMOs and why?



Loops
Loops are used as a way of 
repeating instructions. Also 
known as iteration. 

What is Scratch? 
Scratch is a visual 
programming language that 
allows you to create programs 
by dragging blocks of scripts. 

Variables 
A variable is used to store data for use in your 
program. 
Variables can be used to store lots of different 
types of data such as names, numbers and 
scores. 
The data stored in a variable can be changed 
or “varied” depending on certain conditions 
within a program. 

Block menu 
The block menu helps users pick which scripts 
they need to control various aspects of a 
program. 

Operators 
Operators are used for 
changing or comparing data. 
They can add, subtract, 
multiply and divide data 
They can also check if values 
are less than, greater than, or 
equal to other values. 

Sprites 
A sprite is a character or 
object in your game or 
animation. 
In order to give the 
impression that a character 
is moving you can change 
the sprites’ costume. 

Stage 
The stage is the background 
of the project. 
Scratch uses co-ordinates to 
position different elements 
around the screen. 
Different backgrounds can be 
imported or you can create 
your own. 

Representing data
All data inside a computer is transmitted as a series of 
electrical signals that are either on or off. Therefore, in 
order for a computer to be able to process any kind of data, 
including text, images and sound, they must be converted 
into binary form. If the data is not converted into binary – a 
series of 1s and 0s – the computer will simply not 
understand it or be able to process it.

Compression
Why compress files?
Processing power and storage space is very valuable on a 
computer. To get the best out of both, it can mean that we 
need to reduce the file size of text, image and audio data in 
order to transfer it more quickly and so that it takes up less 
storage space.
In addition, large files take a lot longer 
to download or upload which leads to web pages, songs 
and videos that take longer to load and play when using 
the internet.
Compression addresses these issues.
Any kind of data can be compressed. There are two main 
types of compression: lossy and lossless
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